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IIEAEL'S PIASTEK AND SIITVE DIALECTIC
IN TTID UTORIT OF IITCAN

Frangois Regnault

What Lacan borrows quite willingly from Hegel, whorn he often
quotes,r is the master/slave dialectic, which he makes use of in the serwice

of psychoanalysis. At fust, one may be sqprised by this, as there are no
longer any slaves, md, if we arc to believe hirrL there are no rnofe rnasters

either: "what happens bet'ween the discourse of the classical master and
that of the modern master, which is called capitalist, is a modification in
the place of knowledge".2

Philosophical tradition would have a responsibility in such a

transmutation: "\Mhat remains is indeed, in effect, the essence of the
fllaster, namely, that he does not know what he wants. There you have

rvhat constitutes the uue structure of the discourse of the master. The
slave knorvs lots of things, but what he knows even better still is what the
rrvlstcr wants, evefl if the latter does not know ig which is the usual case,

for rvithout that he would not be a fluster. The slave knovrs iq and that is
what his function as slave is. It is also for this [reason] that it works, for, all
the same, it has worked for a. fair while. The fact that the all-knowledge
has mor,-ed into the place of the master is something thaq far from
throwing light on it, obscures a bit more what is in question, namely,
truth".3

All this is obviously derived from Hegel.

Trun DUTacTIC oFJUTASTERAND Sta,ua Tw l{nenT.

After hai,-ing run through these forms of consciousness in the
Phenomenolog ,f Spiit, that sense-certainty, perception, force and
understanding are, one arives at what Hegel calls sef<onsciousness, about
r.vhich he says: "\With self-consciousness, we have entered upon the native
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ground of the truth".4 @.146 French) With iq the caiegories of life and

desire are deduced. One then discovers that "Self-consciousness is in-itself
and for-itself when and because it is in-ituf andfor-ixelf for another self-

consciousness, that is to say, it can only be such qua betng recognised".s

Three moments are distinguished:

1o 'For self-consciousness there is another self-consciousness'.6

l)ialectic between each consciousness and its alterity,

2" f'he struggle bet'ween two consciousnesses: the trial by death, which

renders apparent the essenttal chancter of life, but at the cost of one

bccoming the slave of the other, the master (in German Meister, and

Knecht, rvhich at the sarne time signifies slave and valet).

3o 'I'he master/slave dialectic proper.

Roughly put, this dialectic passes through the following moments:

Master 1"

T
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this mediation the sheer negation of the thing or the enjoyment of ig that
which is not carried out through desire is carried out ttrough the

enjoyment of the lord: to do aw^y with the thing: assuagement in
enjoyment[...]. The aspect of its independence he leaves to the

bondsman, who works on it. In both of these moments the lord achieves

his recognition through another consciousness".6 "A recognition that is
onc-sided and unequd." At the same tirne, "what the bondsfiran does is

really the action of the lord', but ineffectively, in that he does nothing else

but imitates the master, for whom the thing also was nothing[ness]. What
thercfore lacks in order for recognition (equality) to be effective is that the

master does to himself what he does to the other individual, that the slave

docs to the master what he does to himself. That the master "fizy become

the slave of the slave, and the slave, the master of the rnastet'', as

Hyppolite says.'

Flere, one will go no further than this first great phase, which
Hyppolite calls 'domination', and which will be followed by 'fear', and

then by 'culture or formation', (das Bildln), of the individud, until the

conflictual process, resolved reaches the superior stage of thought
(stoicisrrq scepticisrrq r:nhappy consciousness).

In the place of a simple dialectic 
- 

in which one would pose ,\
defined in opposition to non-A, ffid in which A and non-A, opposed to
each other rvould pass into each other, B being the result of A plus non-A

- 
one now has the following dialectic: M ('master) holds T ('thing) to

turn it into a stzrke lenjeul against S ('slave), ffid at the same time M
depends on S to access T. A relation is then knotted betweerq on the one

side, S and T, and on the other side, T and S, at the end of which the

result of one of the trvo sides is effected in its tum on M, while M effects

in his turn the result on the other side, etc. One only reaches the supposed

synthesis of the moments through inequalities, unilateralities, asymmetries,

and recognition is constantly deferred.t In this, Hegel therefore very

dircctly inspires the wholeLacanianproblematic of desire ardjouissance, of
the '['hing and being, of consciousness and the other.

As for the master and the slave, how can this dialectic be inscribed

in the fireudian Field? There is no doubt that, here, one should introduce

the difference between respective readings of the phenomenology and of
Hegel's system in general, by Alexandre Koidve and byJean Hyppolite.

a Z

Thittg
object of desire

Slave

Consciousness

b

b

f'he master is the consciousness whichit"f* itnlf, and no longer only

the concept of this consciousness 
- 

dbeit through the mediation of an

other 
- 

which demands to make a whole, a synthesis with Being the thing

in gencral. The master is related to this consciousness and this thing
'object of desire'. The master is thus first of all immediately consciousness

(1), thcn mediation which is only through the other @ - and is then

related, t,Iegel says: "a) immediat.ly 
"t 

the trro moments, b) medidly at

each moment by the means of the other. Indeed, the master is nedialfi

related to the slave by the interruediarl of the infupend.ent being (the thing that

is in betrveen, the stake: life, work) - but similarly he is related'medidly to

the thing by means of the slave"; the slave behaves negatively with resPect

to the thing and, in truth, suppresses it, "he thenforc on! tran{oms it thnilgh

his artrk.- Conversely, "for the lord... the inmedian relation becomes through

'-
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In a few words, for Hyppolite, the phenomenology designates a field
in which one describes the things as they appeff to a consciousness.It is the

relation of spirit to itself as phenomenon, as is indicated by the

E nryclopacdia oJ PhilosE hica| S ciences.e

On this topic, ore must distinguish between two states of the

doctrine:
1) In 1f]07, the Phenomenolog of Spirit is presented as the first part of the

'system of Science'lo and as a 'science of the Experience of
Consciousness'." The order followed at the time is: Consciousness,

Self-consciousness, Reason, Spirit, Religion, Absolute Knowledge. The
I)reface indicates that the task is to 'lead the individual from his

ignorant state to knowledge'.lz The dialectic of consctousness leads this

individual to the State, Religion, Philosophy, Universal History.
2) ln the E,nryclopaedia of PhilosEhical Scieneas (the first edition of which is

dated 181?, there is a part proper to consciousness ($ 413 to 439), but
the 'Spirit' is frst the obiect of a 'psychology' and thus leaves

phenomenology ($ +O to 482, subjective spirit), before becoming the

obiective Spirit (the Sate....$ 483 to 552), then the Absolute Spirit (rrt,
religion, philosophy, $ 553 to the end).

What the Phenomenology of Spiit is about, as Hyppolite remarks, is the

"spontaneous development of tn e4perience as it gives itself to
consciousness and as the latter gives itsetf to the former".13 History is

deduced only after this, but in this Phenonenohg oJ Spiit, we a"re not in real

History. Hence then the pointed absence of proper narnes and the allusive

treatment of figures. Thus, one recognises Antigone in the brother/sister
dialectic in Chapter VI, although she is not named. We are as in the

reflexive element of allusion.

As for Koidve, he in awuy 'realised' the system. For hit L with the

master/slave dialectic, one enters history: "If then, at the start, in the

given World the slave had a fearful 'naturc' and had to submit to the

mastcr, to the strong rnan, it does not mean that this wtlJ alwalts be the

case. T'hanks to his work, he can become other; an4 thanks to his worh
the World can become other. And this is what actually took place, as

universal history and, finally, the French Revolution and Napoleon show.

this creative education of Man by work (BilnunS creates History, i.e.,

human Time. Kojdve's position is however not necessarily that of
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Hegel: "Independently of what Hegel thinls, the Phenomenology is a

philosophical anthropology. Its theme is man as human, the real being in
History. Its method is phenomenological in the modem sense of the
word. 'fhis anthropology is thus neither a psychology, nor an ontology. It
wants to describe the integral Essence'of man.

And, while Hyppolite follows dl the forms of consciousness by
granting to each of them its relative importance, Kojdve r-:ray asserE "In
fact, then, we can say this: Man was born and History began with the frst
fight that ended in the appearance of a Master and a Slave. That is to say

that N{an 
- at his origin - is always either Master or Slave; and that tnre

man can exist only where there is a Master and a Slave [...]. A"d universal

history, the history of the interaction between men and of thek interaction
with Narure, is the history of the interaction bet\ryeen wadike Masters and

working Slaves. Consequently, History stops at the moment when the

difference, the opposition between Master and Slave disappears....Now,
according to Hegel, it is in and by the wars of Napoleorl and in particular,

the Battle of Jena, that this completion of History is realised ttrough the

dialectical overcoming (AuJheben) of both the Master and the Slave".16

It is clear that nothing quite so determined can be read in Hegef and

that the extension of the master/slave dialectic to the whole of human
history is a forcing by Kojdve. But such a daring reading could seduce the

audience in the 1930s.

fhe citizen is thus the synthesis of the rnaster and the slave. History
is dead, and Hegel is its undertaker.

What results is that Kojdve:

a; always returns to the master/slave dialectic, according to him the

principal matrix of the Pbenomenologl.

b) extends his developments on the desire of the Other,
intersubiectivity, to nearly all of,the Phenomenology, rather than
stopping on each form of consciousfless proper: "Desire is human
- or, more exactly, 'humanising', 'anttuopogenetic'- only provided

that it is directed toward another Desiru (for the thing). To be

haman, run must act not for the sake of subiugating a thing but
for the sake of subjugating another Desire (for the thing)".l7

c; develops to too great arl extent chapter VIII on absolute
knowledge.
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IN L,qcAhI's WoRtr

It is known that Lacan started by attending KoiBve's lectures, between
1933 and 7939, at the Ecoh fus Hautes Etudes. Then he must have rcad
Hyppolite's thesis, Genesis and Structure of the Phenonenohg of Spiit,
published in L946, and the translation of the book itself, published the
follorving yeff, n 7947.

In Kojive, Lacan must have, frst of all, found a kind of master
(although the only one he really narnes as his master is Cl6ra:rrbaulQ. From
this mention in the Nala sur la cousaliti pslchique from 7946: "The Soul of
thc rvorld, that he (Koidve) recognised in Napoleon",rs until this homage

in Seminar XVII, in 1970: "Me for example, I may never have

encountered Kojdve. If I had never encountered hirn, it is higtrly likely
that, like all French people educated in a certain period, I would never

have suspected that Tbe Phenonenolng of Spiit\ilras something".le As well as

tn l.Etourdit tn 7972: "KoiEve, whom I consider to be my master, for
har.ing initiafed me to Hegef had the salne bias tovrards mathematics. [...]
This con,-efirpt, which was his, sustained his discourse from the beginning
which rvas also where he renrmed: The senior officer knew hovr to treat
the buffoons as well as others, namely as the subjects, which they are, of
the sclvereign".r

As in the work of KoiBve,Lacan therefore grants a ptivilege to the

master/slave dialectic and to absolute knowledge (as well as to the mse of
reason, the law of the heart and the delusion of presumption): "The ruse

of reason, subtle form through which Hegel made it [the question of
truth] idle, but at the cost of disturbing those ruses (one should read the

political writings), which are merely dressed up as reason".21

[ [orvever, it is difficult to know what he searches for, or, rather,

what he finds in Hegel about whom he is apparently nearly always

enthusiastic, although he ends up proclaiming that there is never arry

synthesis, nor absolute knowledge, nor ruse of reason, as this change of
dircction about dialectical progress testifies to: In 1950, tn Fonctions dr la
pychanalyx en rininologie: 'Dialectic provides the unconscious laur of the

formations, even the most archuc ones, of the adaptation 
^pp 

ratus, thus
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confirming Hegel's gnoseology which formulates the law generating reatity
in the process: thesis, antithesis, synthesis".z

Bu! at the other end, in 1973: "Pleninrde of dialectised contrasts in
the idea of historical progression of which it should be said that nothing
for us testifies to the subsance>t.23

Let us follow the landmarks of this evolution, itself dialectical:

R e rrc;nryTroN,4ND hrrrns urTe CTIWty :
In Ecrits, on the subiect of aggressivity in psychoanalysis, rn 1948, he says

of Danvin: "Before Darwin, however, Hegel provided the ultjmate theory
of the proper function of aggressivrty in human ontolog5r, seeming to
prophecy the iron law of our time. From the conflict of master and slave,

he deduced the entire subjective and objective progress of our history
relealing in these crises the syntheses to be found in the highest forms of
the status of the person in the Wesg from Stoic to the Christian, ffid even
to the furure cittzen of the Universal State. t...] If, in the conflict of
master and slave, it is the recognition of firan by man that is involved, it is
also promulgated on a radical negation of natural values, whether
expressed in the sterile tyranny of the master or in the productive tyranny
of labour. We all know what an armahrre this profound doctdne has given
to the constructive Spartacism of the Slave recreated by the barbarism of
thc Danvinian cenhlry".2a

In 1953, in Discours dt Rome, within the framework of what Ltcarr
calls "the dialectic of self-consciousness, such that it is realised from
Socratcs to Hegel". "These remarks define the limits within which it is
impossible for our technique to fail to recognise the stmctuing moments
of the Hegelian phenomenology: in the first place the master-slave
dialectic, or the dialectise of the belle dne and of the law of the heart, and
gencrally whatever enables us to understand how the constitution of the
obiects is subordinated to the realisation of the subiect. But if there still
remains something prophetic in Hegel's insistence on the fundamentd
identiry of the particular and the r:niversal, an insistence that reveals the
measure of his genius, it is certainly psychoanalysis that provides it with its
paradigm by revealing the stmcture in which that identity is realised as

disjunctive of the subject, and without any appeal to tomorrow".2s Indeed,

I
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according to Lacart, this division of the subiect concems in the sarne

movement the individual and the collective.

In 1953-54,irt Seninar /, this essential text where Hegel's myth is no
longer the essential law of human becoming but rather the law of the

tm g]nry. The stnrcture of the imagnary is separated from itself: "narneln
between a artd a', the specular relation".'6 The dlusion to Hegel fits here

within a development on intersubiectivity: Lacan takes up the example of
the pen erse relation between the narrator and Albertine in Proust. The
limit of this structure is "a fatal relation stnrctured by the following two
abvsses 

- 
either desire is extinguished or the obiect disappears. That is

'rvhy, at eve{y tum, I take my bearings from the master-slave dialectic..."u
The thesis put fonrasd is the following: "The master-slave relation is a
limit-example, because, to be sure, the imaginary register in which it is

deploycd appears only at the limit of our experience. The analytic

experience is not a total one. It is defined on another plane than that of
the imagifiary 

- 
the symbolic plane".28

Attp,x,qrlolt'
To summarise, 1) Hegel would here give the lavr of the i*rgrrt,. 2) The
dialectic would designate the drama that the desire of man is the desire of
the Other. (Dialectic, which in Plato is didogue and ascent, in Aristotle,
apparent reasoning in Kant, necessary illusion, is, in Hegel, founded on
the principle of contradiction: A = non-A. In Lacarr, the dialectic

culminates in alienation.) 3) The law of the intersubiective relation takes

place between the lmaglnary and the symbolic, between work and
jouis.rantv. A correlation is further indicated with a clinical intelpretation:
the slave as obsessional neurotic.

In Discours fu Rome of 1953, on this topic, the mechanism of
alienation is already in place. There is a forced choice of Wor\ which I
must make and which does not belorrg to me. The text, which brings

togethcr the whole problematic, desenres to be quoted in its entirety:

"This meaning lsens) is sustained (in the obsessional) by his subiective

relation to the master in so fzt as it is the master's death for which he

waits. In fact, the obsessional subject manifests one of the attitudes that
Hegel did not develop in his dialectic of the rnaster and slave. The slave

has given rvay in face of the risk of death in which rnastery was being
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offered to him in a struggle of pure prestige. But since he knows that he is
mortal, he also knows that the master can die. From this moment on he is
able to accept his labouring for the master and his renunciation of pleasure
pouissancf in the meantime; and, in this uncertainty of the moment when
the master will die, he waits. Such in the intersubiective reason, as much
for the doubt as for the procrastination that are character traits of the
obsessional subject. In the meantim€, d his labour falls r:nder the heading
of this intention, ffid becomes doubly alienaring by this fact. For not only
is the subiect's handivrork taken from him by another 

- 
which is the

constituting relation of all labour 
- but the subject,s recognition of his

own essence in his handiworh in which this labour finds its iustifrcation,
als<> eludes him, for he himself is not in it,. He er in the anticipated
moment of the master's death, from which moment he will b.g, to live,
but in the meantime he identifies himself with the master as dead, and as a
result of this he is himself akeady dead,,.2e

the same reference in the same year in Variantes fu la curc-fipe: ,Tlte
imaginary formation, narvely objectivised by psychologists as synthetic
function of the ego, rather shows the condition which opens it to the
alienating master/slave dialectic".3o

In 195455, in Seminar /d a step seems to have been made: energ5r,
the machine are presented as the true revolution rather than Napoleon
and his Battle of Jena. Explicit critique of Hegel, ffid implicit of Koidve,
all the more so as Lacan engages in a dialogre with Hyppolite in this
session. "I think that according to Hegel, everything is always there, all of
history is always acrually presenq vertically so. Othennrise, it would be a
childish tale. And the thing with absolute knorxrledge, which indeed is here,
er.er since the fust Neanderthat idiots, is that discourse closes in on itself,
rvhether or not it is in complete disagreement with itsel( whether or not
everything which can be expressed in the discourse is coherent and
justified." "I{egel is at the limit of anthropology. Freud got out of it. His
discovery is that man is not entirely in man. Freud is not a humanist,,.31

A few' more landmarks: rn Subwrsion of tbe Subject and the Diakctic of
De.sire, there is a reference to absolute knorxrledge: ,.I say its philosophical
pertinence, for such, in the last resort, is the schema Hegel garre us of
History in The Phenomenohg of Spiif'. The resorr to Hegel is somewhar
attcnuated: "Hence, let it be noted, fry entirely didactic reference to

_ a,,at-,. ?

/
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Hegel, by which I wished to say something for the puqposes of the
training that I have in mind, about the question of the subiect, in so far as

that question is properly subverted by psychoanalysis".32

ln Po$tion of tbe (Jnconscious, Lacarr criticises Hegel in favour of
Descartes: "And the much sought after fnchercbdQ latency of this founding
moment, as Selbstbessssstseiu [self-consciousness], in the dialectical

sequence of Hegel's phenomenology of min4 is based upon the

presupposition of absolute knourledge. Everythin& on the contrary, points
to the distribution of consciousness in psychical reality 

- 
h616isver the

latter's texture is ordered - consciousness being heterotopic in terms

levels and erratic at each 1evel".33 And the issue then: "The negation

ldendgationl inherent in psychology in this regard should rather, following
Hegel, be chalked up to the law of the heart and the delusion of
presumption".3a

Flere Lacar has given up on synthesis, on absolute knowledge, on
consciousness itself as being an imaginary concept. On this, he will say

that there is never any synthesis.

lirom now o11, he places the emphasis on knowledg€, Sz, rather than

on Work. On the subject of alienatior5 he acknowledges in Seminar XI,
from 7964:, "It is in Hegel that I have found a legitimate justifrcation for
the term alienating uel. What does Hegel mean by it? To cut a long story

short, it concems the production of the primary alienatior5 that by which

rnan enters into the way of slavery. Yourfnedom mjtour W!It he chooses

freedom, he loses both immediately 
- 

if he chooses life, he has life
deprir-ed of freedorn".3s

Flence the idea of a deception: the Master has not really risked

death, and thus, nor did the slave. Yet Hegel does not thematise this

choice as such, but rather the idea of mAuJhebungwhere nothing is really

suppressed, because of repression, nor presenred, because of the

transformation of the terms. The master has trrro deaths, that of pure

prcstige, rvhich he avoided, and that which he will have in the end which

for Hegel corresponds to an access to thought. While Lacar would stop

Hegel's dialectic on a form of consciousness, without moving on to the
next <>ne, by the recourse to Euler's circles, which charactense alienation

and separation, and to the object a which falls out. Thus the figure of
Sygr" de Corifontaine of Claudel: his forced choice (to lose the Pope or to
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commit pequry) is blocked and paralyses her for ever. The pope is saved,
certainly, but she has lost everything. The dialectic does not go arry
further.

DLrcot,nsns:

U

Sr-+a
51 $

M

S, -+ S,

$a

H
$-+S,
L52

A

a+$
52 51

The relation to knowledge, Sr, takes a new tum whenLacart no longer
wants to make the Hegelian approach the key of the urrrrgrrrary, or the law
of intersubiectivity, or the operation of alienatiorq but z d.iscourse.

He then thinks the modern rnaster while witnessing the events of
May 1968. Seminar )il/II, thus, in a sense, substifutes discourse for the
imaginary.

"In the discourse that I call of the master, it is simply the teacher,
the legislator (I-ycurgue, as he sometimes dares to call himself), who
supports the law, this law of which rt is arnazrng that one can say that its
ignorance is no excuse, since it is the teacher himself.,, And he adds: ,tt is
rn this spirit that Hegel persuades the slave thaq by working he will reach
the absolute through his knowledge, that the empire of the master will be
his own empltrean: he can reach this Sunday of life...The knowledge
coming in the place of the agent, it is the quarter of a tum from which
Charlemagne, let us say, institutes the discourse of the r:niversity.,, (Chtun
du Congris de lEcole Freud,ienne de pais on t lheprlt / g7q.36

What is a discourse? "A certain number of sable relations inside
which there is something that is much larger, that goes much firrther than
the effective enunciations". .Through the tool of language,,r, th. ordering
is done between the following, well known propositions:
A1 "'I'he unconscious is structured like a language,, (S, $).
A2 "'fhe signifier represents the subject for another signifier,, (Sr, Sr, $).

a

I
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"'Ihe following suggestion forms itself hsls 
- 

since there are four
places to characterise, perhaps each of the four permutations could yield
us, from within itself, the place that stands out the most to constitute a

step forward in an order of discovery that is nothing other than the one

called stnrcture".38

According to subde variations followrng the proportion a/b = c/ 4
the places are: master-signifier above subject in relation to knorrledge
above jouissanee, where one will frnd the master, the subiect, the slave and
the surplus-value respectively; then desfue above truth in relation to the

Other above loss; and, finally, agent above truth in relation to the other

above production. The four confrgurations of Sr, S, $ and a in these four
places rvill give birth to the discourses of the master, the university, the

hysteric and the analytical discourse respectively. One will refer to the

formulae of the four discourses.3e

Therefore, the rnain point is that today's master is knowledge. This
is rvhat, in a sense, defines the modem wodd: "Except that what has to be

understood in this schema 
- 

as was akeady indicated when in the

discourse of the master 52 was put in the place of the slave, and when in
the discourse of the modernised master it was then put in the place of the

master 
-, 

it is that it is not the sarne knowledge".€ Indeed, in the
discourse of the master of Antiquity, knowledge is in the place of the

other, the slave, while in that of the modem rnaster, it is in the position of
agent, rvhich tums it into a form of the discourse of the university. But is
there not something fishy about this? Is it not difficult to reconcile this

with the idea that Science, which nrles the modem world, is the negation

of systems of knowledge, x Lacan remarks concerning the Cartesian

doubt?
'I'he solution lies in the fact that'it is not the same knowledge' that

the one[s] Descartes pushed aside, than modem knowledge, now
implicating that science is in a way the new rnaster which causes the

discontents of civilisation. The dominant discor:rse is articulated as

follorvs:

S, -+ a <- olace of the slaveI

51 $ 3- product of consurnmation
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Science firoctions therefore as knowledge of the rnaster (capital;sg
for example). It is the new .tyranrry of knowledge,.ar pnconscious)
knowledge is now in the place of truth only in the discourse ordered by
pure loss, to wit, the analytical discourse. And this is what Hegel seerns to
hare perceived: "There, in the last discourse on the righg whri place is he
in? In the place that in the discourse of the master Hegel, the most
sublime hystedc, designates for us as being that of t uth,,.i, Because he
located the place of truth under the master, and because he believed he
could thus, progressively, reach absolute knowledge, Hegel then prefigures
something of the analytical discourse. But at the sarne time, ..[th.
discourse] eludes the distinction that would enable to be perceived the fact
that if this histotical machine, which is in fact only th. progress of the
schools and nothing more, ever ended in absolute knorrf.ag., this would
only be to mark the annulmen! the failure, the disapp.-*.. at the end_
point of what alone modvates the fi:nction of knowledge _ its dialectic
with jouixance. Absolute knowledge would purely ,"a simply be the
abolition of this end-point. \Ilhoever sturdies the text of pbonomenutug

closely can be left in no doubt about this,,.43 What Ltcan precisely calls
'the hysteria of discourse'. The hysteric would have looked fot arrraster to
the point of absolute knowledge, in order to, once there, dominate hinr to
reduce his jouissana through the reabsoqption, tn a way, of the suqplus_
enjoyment (object a).

Sauueny

With the masterf slave dialectic, Lacanhas thus tried successively to think:
o the limit of intersubjectiviry and the dividing law of the imaginary.
o the alienation of the subiect.
e the other side of psychoanalysis (or the discontenrs of civilisation).

In the end, the imagmary, Tc[ 6oKoDvTcr,, ,appeatances,, to speak like
Parmenides,* doxa, opinion, are reduced to a simple teffn, a circle, like the
one of the symbolic and Iike that of the real 

- rndisungushable in a knot.
After 7970, the Lacanian thesis of antiphilosophy,applied to Hegel if

one really wishes to, would not sign fy a rupnue with Hegel, but the

a

/
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Aufhebung of the discourse of the most sublime of hysterics: the

phit.rropher tumed professor, the modern destiny of philosophy'

One can thus note that Hegel has occupied neady every place (ike

Socrates, incidentally). Hegel putting in the place of what orders the

process, successively or altemately: Sr, as master (in philosophy)' or S' as

knowledge (absolute), or $, as hysteric (the most sublime) ) ot eYerL a'

when, as analyst Qnysterical!), he knows hovr to locate knowledge in the

placc of truth (t# which is thematised in effect in the Phenorzenolog of

Spiri\.
It is precisely about jouissance, thatLacan poses what is perhaps his

last [Iegelian question: "This is what we have to interrogate no'w' S' is it a

hole, R, ex-sistence, I, consistency? These categories are not easy to

hanclle. They have, however, left some traces in history' It is frorr. a

traditional philosophical extenuation, the summit of which is given to us

by Flegel, that something has surged 'p under the name of a Kierke gwd

[.-..1 Think of this bringing out of repetition as more fundamental in

.*p.ri.rr.e than the resolution thesis/antithesis/synthesis on which Hegel

*^. ,r"roing histo ry".o' Was Hegel's mistake to get rid of jouissance by

misrecognising repetition? Since, as Lacan says: "the rneasure of this

function is to be found rnjouissance" '46

But the fact is that if philosophy does not ignore jouissance' dlffettrrg

in this from psychoanalysis, it rather frnds 
^ 

way of losing nothing of it'

Instea<J of jouisianceberngfacedwith its loss, or with the hole' or even with

the mortal insistence of iepetition, it is rather retumed to its perenity' May

we say that it is no longer the same jouissann? Is there pure loss only for

psychoanalysis? The proof.) It lies in the last word of the EnEclEaedia of

rilhsEhlcal SciencefT, 
l'Th. idea [of philosophy], Hegel says' being etemally

in and for itself, is manifested, engendered, and enioys lgtoi'Il4 itself

etemally as absolute sPirit".

Translated by V6ronique Yoraz and Bogdan Wolf

,\t a guess: more than nventy times in Ecrits, evefl more in Seminars I' II'

VI[, XX, in Scilicet No / , 2/ 3 and 4, and more in Omicar? No 4' 5' l7/ l8'
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25/ 27, 28, 32, Hegel is quoted from one end to the other in the teaching of
1,acan.

2. J.l,acan,I-,e Seminaire XWI, p.34 (English translation is by Russell G.igg).
3. Ilrid.

4. G. W. Hegel, Pbenomenologt of Spirit, aansL A. V. Miller, Oxford University
Press, 1977, Ch. IV: "The Truth and Self-Certainty, p.104.

5. Ibid.,p.111.

6. lbid., p.1,1,1.

7. Ibid., p.115-6 for a detailed exposition of the dialectic, and Hyppolite:
footnote 25 in the French edition of Phenomenobg of Spiit on p.163.

8. One vuill find later the difficulties of recognition almost in every instant in
the relation of two self-consciousnesses. Then, much late4 in chapter VI
(Ihe Spirit) concerning evil and forgiveness: 'this is what I am' does not
follow the response of a confession of the silme kind. This i"dg"g
consciousness was not having any of it, etc., p.196 frrench translation).

9. UY. G. Hegel, Enrycbpaedia of PhitosEhicat Sciences,"$ 413.

70. Op. dt.

71. O1t. cit.

12. t)p. dt., ore finds the word diakcticaln the Introduction.
13. See J. Hyppolite's Gdnise et stracturc de la phinomdnobgie de I'eEit, Aubier,

1946, and then the notes which accompany the French translation.

14. A. Kojdve, Intruduction to the Reading of Hegel, Cornell University Press, p.52-

5.3.

15. A. Koidve, Intruduction i k hcture d.e Hegel, Gallimard,p.39.
16. A. Kojdve, Introduction to the kadingof Hegel,,p.43-44.

1,7. Ibid.,

1 8. J. Lacan, Enits, p.17 2.

19. J. Lacan, L,e Seminairc, Lim XWI, p.202.
20.J.Lacan, LEtourdit, Scilicet No 4, p.9.

21. J. Lacan, Ecrits, p.234.

22. J. Lacun, Enits, p. 1 40.

23. J.Lacar,, l-e Seminaire, L.iure W, p.246.
24.J.L,acan, Ecrits: A Selexion, p.26.

25.J.L-acan, Enits: A Selection, p.80.

26. J. Lacar,, S eminar I, p.221,.

27. Ibid., p.222.

28. Ibid., p.222.

29.J.Lzcan, Ecrits: A Selectioru, p.99-100.
1
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30.J. Lacan, Enits, p3a5.
31 . J . Lacan, S emiw II, P-7 l-7 2.

32. J. Lacan, Enits: A S ehction, p -292-293.

33. R. I'eldstein, B. Finh M-Jaanus (editors), kadingSeminarK,p'261'

34. Ibid., p.262.

35.J.Lacan, Seminar XI, P-212.

36. Sciliat No 2/ i, p39a-395.

37 .J. Lacan, Le Seminaire, Line XWI, P.11'
38. Ibid.,p.49.
39. For "*r*pl., 

Lc Seminairc, Lim XWI, p'31, 67, Ir Semiaairc, Liuz XWI'
p-21.

40.Ibid., p. 38.

41. Ibid., p.34 and 35.

42. Ibid., p.38.

43.Ibid., p.38.

44.Parmrenides, Fragment 1, line 31. (Consider as valid'the diversity which

demonstrates' the aPPearances).

45.J.l,acar.,l-e Seninairc XX, RfI, seminar of 18 February 1975 rn Onicar? No

1, p.1,04.

46. Ibid., p.104.

47. W. I{. Hegel, Enryclnpaedia of Pbibsopbical Sciences, $ 588'

This text was originally presented at the conferenc e Lacan and the Pbilosophers tn

Bordeaux in 1990-97, and then published n Quarto No 64, 1998, Brussels.

PERCEVAL'S IIIARRATTVE

Yictorla lilIoollard

T'he text that I wish to drarv attention to was written in 1835 by

_f 
ohn Pcrceval entitled A Narratiae of tbe Treatment Experienced A n Gentlenan

During a State of Mental Derangement, the pu{pose of this text being "to
explain the causes and the nattue of insarrity, ffid to expose the injudicious
conduct pursued towards many unfornrnate suffers r:nder that cdamity".l

Perceval takes the contingent elements of his e4perience, the
political and religous discourse of his time, to constnrct a recovery after
the catastrophic occrurence of his psychotic breakdown. In Freud's l-oss of
Reality iru Neurosis and Pslcho$s (1,924), the psychotic recovery is

differentiated from the flight from reality of neurosis by the complete
remodcling of the subject's reality in the construction of the delusion, this

reality being psychical reality. As a biography, Perceual's Nanatiue is a text
that attempts to reconstruct a lost experience.

Intoduction to the case

John Perceval was bom in 1803, the fifth child of t'welve to Mr. and Mrs.

Spcncer Perceval. The Perceval family had made its narne in pubJic fifaks
and had maintained this status through successive generations. This was

no ordinary p^terr:rd, relation, for Spencer Perceval was to become the
British Prime Minister in 1809.2 Furthet more, in 1812, when Joht
Perceval was nine years old, Spencer Perceval was shot dead one day as he

arrived at the House of Commons by a businessfiran suffering from sorne

paranoid ideas.

At eighteen John Perceval pursued an inclination he had had in
childhood for a military life and gined an army commission. A pelpetual
questioning and peqplexity haunted him regarding lsligion, society and his

orvn scntiment and conduct. He emphasises throughout the text that he

honours his country ard has a great veneration for i1s lsligion, which is

I
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